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ABSTRACT
A compressor stage consisting of a 1500 ft/sec tip speed rotor, a
variable-camber inlet guide vane, and an adjustable stator, was tested
with undistorted inlet flow at several inlet guide vane and stator
settings. The objectives of the tests were to obtai;i blade element
data and to evaluate the effectiveness of the variable geometry blading
at several key points in an operating envelope typical of a Mach 3
turbofan engine. The overall performance and the blade element data
obtained at the three combinations of IGV-stator settings at 50, 70, 80,
90, 100, and 110 percent design speed are presented in two volumes.
This volume, the first of the two, presents details of the test equipment,
test procedure, data reduction methods, overall performance data and
plots of blade element data. Volume II contains tabulations of all the
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A single-stage compressor consisting of a 1500 ft/sec tip speed
rotor, a variable-camber inlet guide vane, and an adjustable stator was
tested with undistorted inlet flow at several inlet guide vane and stator
settings. Data and performance obtained in these tests are presented in
this report.
The compressor was designed with a rotor inlet hub/tip radius ratio
of 0.5 with zero rotor inlet swirl at the design inlet guide vane setting
angle of zero degrees and axial stator exit flow at design stator setting
angle of zero degrees. The design stage pressure ratio and efficiency
were 1.66 and 85.4 percent respectively at a corrected weight flow of 226
lbs/sec. From the performance map at design IGV and stator setting angles,
on a constant throttle line through the design point, a stage total pres-
sure ratio of 1.65, efficiency of 83.4 percen% and a weight flo'# of 224
lbs/sec were achieved at design speed.
The off-desigr, cruise condition corresponded to 70 percent design
corrected speed and 54 percent design corrected weight flow. The cruise
IGV setting angle was 40 degrees with a corresponding stator setting
angle ol 8 degrees; an intermediate schedule o£ 20 degrees IGV setting
angle and 4 degrees stator setting angle was also tested.
At each of the three IGV/stator setting combinations, overall per-
formance and blade element performance data were obtained at 50, 70, 80,
90, 100 and 110 percent design speeds up to the maximum possible weight
flow. Blade element data were obtained to show the variation of deviation
angle, diffusion factor, loss coefficient, and loss parameter as functions
of incidence angle. The compressor was stalled at each speed and IGV/
stator schedule to obtain the performance at the stall point and to de-
termine which blade row was stall-limlting.
SECTION II
INTRODUCTION
The need to reduce the size and weight of gas turbine engines for
advanced military and commercial aircraft has led to the use of high-tip-
speed fan and compressor stages. Such stages frequently have been required
to operate satisfactorily at off-design conditions and with distorted
inlet flows. A turbofan engine for a Mach 3 aircraft, for example, would
need fan stages meeting severe performance requirements at both design
and off-design corrected speeds, and also could encounter severely dis-
torted inlet air flows. It is therefore necessary to obtain data on the
efficiency, stall margin, and distortion tolerance of high-tip-speed
stages and to investigate the use of variable-geometry features to main-
tain performance at off-design operating conditions. This research
program, NASA Contract NAS3-11157, was instituted to provide these data.
The program involved the design and testing of two single-stage com-
pressors designed for rotor tip speeds of 1400 and 1500 ft/sec respec-
tively, using a common variable stagger stator. The higher speed stage
was also provided with variable-geometry inlet guide vanes. Experimental
data and performance of the Task I Stage with clean and distorted inlet
flows are presented in Reference 1.
The Task II Stage, reported upon here, had a 1500 ft/sec tip speed
rotor, a variable inlet guide vane, and an adjustable stator. Details of
the aerodynamic and aeromechanical design of the IGV, rotor, and stator
blading and the test vehicle for the Task II Stage are presented in
Reference 2. Objectives of Task II Stage tests were to obtain blade
element data and to evaluate the effectiveness of the variable geometry
blading at several key points in an operating envelope typical of a Mach 3
turbofan engine. Another major objective of Task II was to determine the
tolerance of the compressor stage to distorted inlet flows and to obtain
extensive data on the structure of the distorted flow fields. The inlet
flow distortion testing with the Task II Stage was also intended to
Pevaluate the effectiveness of variable-geometry blading in improving
stable operating range with inlet flow distortions.
This report, in two volumes, presents the data obtained during
the testing of the Task II Stage with undistorted inlet flow. Volume I
presents details of the test equipment, test procedure, data reduction
methods, overall performance data, and plots of blade element data.
Volume II contains tabulations of all the overall performance data and
blade element data. Detailed analysis and interpretations of the results
will be presented in a later report.
SECTION III
APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE
i. TEST COMPRESSOR STAGE
a. FLOW PATH
Figure I shows the flowpath for the Task II Stage. A converging
section preceded the IGV inlet station. The hub contour converged from a
radius of 7.10 inches at IGV inlet to a radius of ll. ll inches at the
stator exit. The casing contour similarly converged from a radius of 18.41
inches at the IGV inlet to 17.84 inches at stator exit. The hub/tip ratio
at rotor inlet (station 1.00) was 0.5. Further dctails are presented in
Reference 2.
b. INLET GUIDE VANE
The variable geometry IOV was designed to produce no turning of the
flow at the 100 percent speed, 100 percent flow design point. At the 70
percent speed, 54 percent flow cruise condition, it was designed to impart
up to 45 degrees of swirl to the flow at all radii. The design leading
edge blade angle was O degrees at all conditions and the trailing edge
blade angle could be varied from 0 degrees to 45 degr _s. The discharge
air angle could thus be varied without incurring excessive losses from
high incidence angles. Figures 2(a) and 2(b) show pictures of IGV at
zero degrees (nominal) and + 40 degrees respectively The vane was made
up of two parts to accomplish thi_ camber variation. The nose part was
fixed in the axial direction, while the rear flap could be rotated to vary
the trailing edge angle. There were 24 inlet guide vanes, approximately
half the number of stator vanes (46). With 24 IGV's, the stator exit wake
rakes, which spanned two stator passages, also spanned approximately one
IGY passage. Thus, the total pressure losses contributed by the IGV and
stator wakes were measured in the proper proportion by the stage discharge
instrumentation.
The IGV airfoil sections were madegeometrically similar at all radii
by scaling a single master section. This master section was derived from
an airfoil having an uncambered meanline with a NACA 65-008 thickness
distribution scaled up to a maximum thickness/chord ratio of lO percent.
Leading and trailing edge thicknesses of the 65-series airfoil were 1.0
percent and 1.5 percent of chord respectively. The nose and flap sections
were formed by dividing the 65-series airfoil into two parts. Contours
around the rear part o£ the nose and the leading edge of the flap were
chosen so that an aerodynamic slot would be formed when the vane was in
a cambered configuration. The nose section moved circumferentially when
the flap was rotated. Figure 2(c) indicates the way in which the two
parts of the guide vane were aligned in the uncambered position at the
design point and in a cambered position at 30 degrees turning. Tables I
and II list some of the IGV design parameters. Further details of aero-
dynamic design and actuation mechanism are discussed in Reference 2.
c. ROTOR
The rotor consisted of 44 blades designed with fully arbitrary blade
sections selected in order to better control throat areas and suction
surface Mach numbers. The design point rotor inlet specific weight flow
was 41.62 lbs/sec-ft 2 of annulus area, and the relative inlet Mach number
at the tip was 1.526 with zero inlet guide vane turning. Tip diffusion
factor at design point was 0.368 with a tip solidity of 1.40. Chord length
was varied slightly, increasing from hub to tip. A part-span shroud was
used at approximately 63 percent span from the hub to insure aeromechanieal
stability. Table I contains some of the rotor design and performance
specifications. Table III(a) gives design values of aerodynamic parameters
and bladlng geometry on design streamlines. In general, the design stream-
surfaces were different from the blade element data measurement sections
and, hence, the blading geometry parameters on the blade element data
sections are presented in Table IV. Design values of incidence angle, de-
viation angle, diffusion factor, and loss coefficient on the blade element
data sections are shown along with respective test data in the section on
Results and Discussions.
A view of a portion of the assembled rotor appears in Figure 3.
After manufacture, the blading was inspected by means of contour layouts
at several sections. For this, five blades chosen at random from the
batch were inspected at five sections along the blade height. A meridional
view of the rotor appears in Figure 4 and the inspected sections are
identified by asterisks. At each inspected section the average of these
five blades was obtained and was compared with the design intent. The
results and comparisons are shown in Figure 5. It was judged that the
blading was adequate to achieve design intent.
d. STATOR
Design specifications for the stator vanes are contained in Tables I,
IIl(b), and IV. The stator consisted of 46 vanes and was designed with
variable-setting-angle capability. Mechanical limits of 15 degrees open
to 20 degrees closed were provided. At the design point setting of zero
degrees, the exit air flow was designed to be axial. The outer half of
the vane was made up of double-circular-arc airfoils. An arbitrary airfoil
section was employed for the hub to obtain suction surface Mach numbers
which were lower than those produced by a double-circular-arc hub section.
The sections between the arbitrary hub and double-circular-arc pitch were
selected to form a smooth transition. The design stator inlet Macn number
was 0.61 at the tip, 0.66 at the pitch, and 0.77 at the hub. Figure 6
shows a picture of a typical stator vane. Additional design details are
contained in Reference 2.
The stator blading was also inspected by means of contour layouts at
several sections and was judged adequate to achieve design intent. The
results and comparisons are presented in Reference 1.
2. TEST FACILITY
Performance tests of this stage were conducted in General Electric's
House Compressor Test Facility at Lynn, Massachusetts. The general aspects
of the test set-up are shown in Figure 7. The test rotor drew air from
the atmosphere through two banks of filters. The first filter bank was
intended to remove 22 percent of the particles larger than 3 to 5 microns
(dust spot test). The second and final filter bank was intended to remove
90 to 95 percent of the remaining particles down to the same size. The air
then passed through a coarse wire inlet screen and into the bellmouth. In
the exit assembly the air was split into two streams. The inner air stream
passed into an exit pipe containing a flow straightener and a venturi flow
meter and then exhausted to atmosphere. The outer air stream passed through
a slide cylindrical throttle valve and into a collector, then into two pipes,
each of which contained a flow straightener and a venturi flow meter, and
finally discharged to atmosphere. Power to drive the test rotor was pro-
vided by a high-pressure noncondensing steam turbine rated at 15,000
horsepower.
3. INSTRUMENTATION
Table V lists the major fixed and traverse instruments provided for
the different phases of testing. The locations of these instruments and cf
the hub and casing static taps are shown in the inst,'umentation schematics,
Figures 8 and 9. Photographs of the rakes themselves are shown in Figure
i0.
All traverse probes were calibrated for Math number and pitch angle
effects and these calibrations were used in the data reduction calculations.
Fixed temperature and pressure rakes were calibrated _or Mach number
effects, but the corrections for the pressure elements were small enough to
be neglected.
The total pressure at the vehicle inlet plane 0.01 was obtained from
six 7-element radial pitot-static rakes equally distributed elreumferen-
tially. The inlet total temperature was obtained from 24 chromel-alumel
thermocouples distributed over the face of the vehicle inlet screen at
plane 0.01.
Static pressure at the IGV inlet plane 0.09, used to determine IGV
inlet Mach numbers, was measured by five hub and five casing static pressure
taps. Thesewere equally spacedaround the circumference of hub and
casing walls.
In general, measurementswere obtained at seven radial immersions
chosen to correspond to 5, 10, 30, 50, 70, 90 and 95 percent of annulus
height from the tip at the rotor exit plane, 1.51. Immersionsat each
other instrumentation plane upstream and downstream of Plane 1.51 were
established to correspond to the radial locations at which design stream-
lines that passed through the selected immersions at Plane 1.51 intersected
the instrumentation plane.
During shakedown tests only, a 14-element IGV wake rake was installed
at each of the seven radial immersions and these were used to measure total
pressure behind the IGV. The IGV wake rake elements were located one inch
from the trailing edge of the vanes and thus were not in a radial plane.
The rake elements were oriented at 15 degrees from the axial direction to
permit acceptable measurement of the total pressure of the airstream at all
IGV settings from 0 up to 40 degrees. These IGV wake rakes were removed on
completion of shakedown testing and were not used in performance and
traverse testing.
Stat_e pressure at rotor inlet plane 0.95 was obtained from five hub
and five casing static taps. This plane was also a traverse plane. Traverse
measurements of flow angle and static pressure at each immersion at this
plane were made by an angle-seeking static-pressure wedge traverse probe.
This probe was also capable of traversing circumferentially to enable
measurements to be made at mid-passage between adjacent IGV's when the
IGV's were set at other than 0 degrees.
At the rotor exit/stator inlet, Plane 1.51, total pressure, total
temperature, and absolute flow angle were measured at each immersion by a
cobra traverse probe. A traversible 8 degree wedge probe was used to
m_asure static pressures at various immersions.
For overall performancereadings, static pressure at the stator exit
(Plane 2.2) wasobtained by meansof eight hub and eight casing static taps.
The static pressure taps were so distributed that there wasone hub and one
casing static tap on either side of each wakerake. Total pressure and
total temperature at each of the seven immersionswere obtained by a 14-
element wakerake fixed at each immersionat this plane. Thesewere used
during traverse readings also. For blade element data, static pressure
at each immersionwasobtained with an angle-seeking wedgeprobe. A
generousnumberof additional static pressure taps were located on the
hub and casing throughout the flow path as shownin Figure 9.
During all stall tests three hot wire anemometerprobes (designated
T-5, T-7, and T-10 in Figure 9) were used at Plane 1.51 at the 10, 50 and
90 percent immersions to detect the initiation of stall and determine the
radial extent of the stall cells. For all other testing these hot wires
were removedfrom the airstream.
Th_ inlet guide vanes, rotor blades, and stator vanes were instru-
mented with strain gages to measure vibratory stresses.
4. DATA REDUCTION METHODS
a. INTRODUCTION
Two separate computer programs were used to reduce the test data.
The Overall Performance Data Program computed fluid properties at each
measuring station from data measured by fixed instruments and calculated
overall stage and rotor performance parameters, such as total pressure
ratio and adiabatic efficiency. The Blade Element Data Program calculated
vector diagram and blade element performance parameters for seven stream-
line sections of the IGV, rotor, and stator. This program reduced data
from both fixed and traverse instruments.
Several assumptions were made that were common to both of the data
reduction programs. First, it was assumed that the radial position and
meridional slope angle of each stream surface on which data were recorded
were fixed at the design value for all operating conditions. Second, all
i
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mass-averaging calculations used to determine average total temperature
and total pressure were formulated in terms of enthalpy and entropy.
Finally, the real gas properties of dry air were used in all thermodynamic
calculations.
Additional details of the data reduction methods used appear in the
following sections.
b. OVERALL PERFORMANCE DATA PROGRAM
This section presents only the methods for analyzing the data ob-
tained from performance tests without the IGV wake rakes in the airstream.
The special methods used to determine the IGV loss c_efficients are
described in the section on Results and Discussion.
Input data for overall performance calc';lations were obtained from
fixed instrumentation. While all total ,.ressures, wall static pressures,
and inlet total temperatures did not require any correction for Mach
number or pitch angle, the discharge total temperature measured by fixed
wake rakes at Plane 2.2 was corrected for Mach number effects.
The total pressure and total temperature at compressor inlet, Plane
O.O1 were obtained by arithmetically averaging the relevant indications
of the forty-two inlet pitot-static sensors and twenty-four inlet tempera-
ture thermocouples. These total properties were then assumed uniform
throughout the annulus. Hub and casing static pressures at IGV inlet,
Plane 0.09, were obtained by arithmetically averaging the readings from
the pressure taps located on the respective walls. Static pressures at
each of the seven intermediate immersions resulted from a linear inter-
polation versus radius between the hub and casing values. The total
temperature and total pressure at IGV inlet, Plane 0.09 were assumed equal
to those measured at the compressor inlet plane. The flow angle at this
plane was assumed to be equal to zero degrees.
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Static pressures and total temperature at rotor inlet Plane 0.95 were
obtained in the samemanneras at the IGV inlet plane. The total pressure
at each immersionat this station wasdeducedfrom the IGV loss coefficients
(calculated by methodsexplained in Results and Discussion and corresponding
to the inlet Machnumberand IGV setting _ngle) and the upstreamdynamic
pressure. The average total pressure was then calculated from a radial
mass-averageof entropy rise along streamlines betweenvehicle inlet and
rotor inlet.
At the rotor exit plane the average total temperature and the total
temperature at each immersionwere assumedequal to the values measuredon
corresponding streamlines at the stator exit Plane 2.2. Total pressure at
rotcr exit at each immersionwascalculated by arithmetically averaging
the three highest total pressure readings from the corresponding stator
exit wake rake. The average total pressure at this plane wasdetermined
from a radial mass-averageof the change in entropy and enthalpy along a
streamline betweenthe vehicle inlet and the rotor exit using a weight flow
at each radial position calculated f*om stage exit properties and flow
angles.
Stator exit conditions were obtained from instrumentation provided at
Plane 2.20. The hub and casing static pressures were obtained by arithme-
tica]ly averaging the two wall static pressure taps associated with the
appropriate wakerake. The static pressure at each immersionwascalculated
by a linear interpolation betweenthe hub andcasing values of static
press,ire. Total temperature at each immersionwa_obtained by circumferen-
tial mass-averageof the enthalpy at that immersionobtained from the 14-
element wake rake. The average total temperature at this station wasde-
termined by a two-dimensional mas_-averageof the enthalpy. The Lotal
pressure at each immersion _esulted from a circumferential mass-average of
the enthalpy and the change in entropy between compressor inlet and the
stator exit plane. The average stagnation pressure was calculated irom a
two-dimensional mass-average of the enthalpy and the change in entropy
between the compressor inlet and the stator exit plane. Flow angles at
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Plane 2.2 were assumedequal to zero degrees plus or minus ally stator
stagger adjustment. Thesemethods of obtaining discharge conditions were
believed to offer excellent accuracy for axisymmetric flow fields expected
with undistorted inlet conditions.
c. BLADE _LE_ENT DATA PROGRAM
The locations of the traverse probes a_d the quantities measured by
them are discussed in the Instrumentation section. Input for Blade Element
Data Program was obtained from traverse probes and from the results of the
Overall Performance Data Program. Circumferential uniformity was assumed
lor all traverse data.
The meridional Mach number and all velocity components at each measure-
ment plane were calculated by using the design mertdional streamline angle
and the measured total pressure, total temperature, static pressure, and
flow angle at each immersion at the measuring station. Since measuring
stations for the traverse probes were different from the blade row edges,
all such measured data were translated to tile blade row edges by a method
based on _onservation of mass, energy, and angular momentum. Application
of the condition of constant angular momentum along design streamlines
yielded the tangential velocity at each blade edge. It was assumed that
the shape of each meridional stream tube, between a measurement plane and
its adjacent blade edge, remains fixed at the design shape for all data
conditions. The calculated meridional Math number at the measurement
plane wa_ then used to determine the meridional Mach number at the blade
edges by use of the streamtube convergence relationship shown in Figure 11.
This method is not strictly correct at rotor trailing edge where there may
be appreciable swirl velocity together with a change in radius between the
edge and the measurement plane. Nevertheless, since the radius changes
are not large, the method is considered a good approximation and has been
used at the rotor trailing edges also. With the tangential velocities
and the meridional Mach numbers at the edges thus obtained, and with
measured stagnation conditions assumed to be constant along the design
streamlines, the velocities, Mach numbers and all of their components were
12
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determined at the blade edges. The constant physical quantities used in
these computations, at the measurement planes and at the edges, are given
in Table VI.
The efficiency, total pressure loss coefficient, and loss parameter
for both rotor and stator were obtained by two different methods. The
first method, which was the preferred one, used the standard vector
diagram data obtained from the traversing cobra probe at Plane 1.51 for
Mach numbers and velocities. However, this method used the total pressure
and total temperature at Plane 1.51 inferred from the fixed rakes at Plane
2.2. The total pressure at each immersion at Plane 1.51 was obtained as
the arithmetic average of the three highest readings of total pressure
from the corresponding stator exit wake rake. These values were calculated
by the Overall Performance Data Program and were used as inputs to this
blade element data calculation.
The second method used the vector diagram data mentioned above
together with the total pressure and total temperature measured by the
traversing cobra probe at Plane 1.51. These stagnation properties measured
at Plane 1.51 were taken to represent both rotor exit and stator inlet
conditions.
The reasons for the choice of the first method for presentation of
data are discussed in the section on Results and Discussion.
5. TEST PROCEDURE
a. SHAKEDOWN TEST
A shakedown test was conducted in the initial phase of the Task II
testing with uniform inlet flow. The objective of this shakedown testing
was manifold. First, it was intended to demonstrate the mechanical in-
tegrity of blading and the test vehtcle and to check out instrumentation
and data reduction procedures. Second, it was intended to establish the
limits of stall-free operation over the range of speeds from 50 to 110
percent of design speed. Third, it was required to determine the optimum
combinations of off-design inlet guide vane aud stator settings. Having
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determined these settings, it was then required to determine the IGV
wake losses at seven different immersions with IGV wake rakes immersed
in the airstream behind the IGV at the selected immersions. These wake
rakes were removed for subsequent blade element and overall performance
data tests, and the values of IGV losses obtained during the shakedown
testing were used in obtaining rotor inlet conditions.
Since one of the objectives was to establish the safe limits of
operation, the most open safe throttle setting was first determined at
each speed. The throttle was then closed slowly until hot wire anemometer
and strain gage signals indicated the formation of rotating stall cells.
The radial extent of the stall cells was established from the strength of
the signals observed on the three hot wire anemometer probes located at
the rotor exit, Plane 1.51 at the 10, 50 and 90 percent immersions. These
probes were used only during stall testing and were removed irom the air-
stream during all other readings. The discharge throttle valve setting
and ICPAC* system weight flow were recorded at stall. The corrected inlet
weight flow a_ stall was determined from a correlation of ICPAC flow with
corrected inlet flow for all throttle settings at each speed. This defined
the limits of stall-free operation.
Overall performance readings were then taken at points near stall,
near peak efficiency, and at open throttle positions for each speed. Two
blade element traverses were obtained at nominal IGV setting and IGV
setting of 40 degrees at 100 percent speed near peak efficiency during the
shakedown testing. The four traverse probes referred to in an earlier
section were each in_ersed to seven radial positions. The static-pressure
wedge probe at Plane 1.51 was manually set at the same flow angle as that
indicated by the nulled yaw position of the cobra probe at Plane 1.51.
*The ICPAC system (Instantaneous Compressor Performance Analysis Computer)
is an analog circuit which senses weight flow and pressure ratio and which
plots these quantities nearly instantaneously to provide an approximate
on-line compressor map.
Other static-pressure wedge probes, located at Planes 0.95 and 2.20, were
angle-seeking type. An overall performance point was taken immediately
preceding or following each blade element traverse at the same throttle
setting with all traverse probes removed from the airstream.
Although off-design analysis explained in Reference 1 had been made
only for IGV turning angles up to 35 degrees, initial shakedown tests
indicated that an IGV setting angle of 40 degrees would give lower corrected
weight flow at stall without excessive efficiency penalty. Hence an IGV
setting angle of 40 degrees was chosen for cruise condition testing. Overall
performance tests and stalls made at different starer settings to determine
the best starer setting corresponding to the chosen IGV setting of 40
degrees indicated an optimum starer setting of 8 degrees. An intermediate
configuration of IGV and starer settings of 20 and 4 degrees respectively
was also chosen, thus giving three IGV/stator schedules for further blade
element and overall performance testing.
b. b_DISTORTED INLET FLOW PERFOR_kNCE TEST
Having chosen the optimum design and off-design IGV/stator vane
schedules, a series of stall tests was then done at each speed at the three
schedules. With design IGV and starer settings, the vehicle was accelerated
to 50 percent design speed at the open throttle position and stabilized.
The discharge throttle valve was then closed :lntil stall was indicated by
th_ hot-wires and strain gages. An overall performance reading was taken
at a throttle valve setting close to stall. A similar procedure was per-
formed at the two off-design sch¢_tules. The vehicle was then accelerated
to the next higher speed and the procedure repeated at the three schedules.
With the stall limits thus defined, five additional operating condi-
tions, equally spaced between near stall and open throttle conditions along
each speed line at each IGV/stator schedule, were chosen at which blade
element and overall performance data were obtained.
Two detailed traverses at 100 percent speed and one at 110 percent
speed were conducted to more clearly define the effect of the part-span
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shroud wake on rotor exit conditions. The cobra probe located at Plane
1.51 was immersed to numerous closely spaced radial positions and total




Testing with undistorted inlet flow for the Task II stage was con-
ducted during the shakedown tests and undistorted inlet flow performance
tests. The following sections contain data from these tests as well as
brief discussions.
i. SHAKEDOWN TESTING
One of the principal objectives of the shakedown testing was to de-
termine the IGV total pressure loss coefficients at each immersion as a
function of Mach number and IGV turning angle. Hence, part of the shake-
down testing was conducted with IGV wake rakes installed in the test rig.
Tables VII(a) and VII(b) llst the overall performance parameters measured
from the shakedown tests with and without the IGV wake rakes immersed in
the airstream respectively. For convenience, at each speed the points
have been arranged in an ascending order of IGV setting angles and at each
IGV setting angle in an ascending order of total pressure ratios. The
determination of IGV wake losses is discussed in a separate section.
Another feature of the shakedown testing was to determine off-deslgn
IGV/stator schedules at 70 percent design speed to meet the objective
cruise condition weight flow of 122 ibs/sec. A series of performance and
stall tests were conducted at 70 percent design speed with the IGV setting
angle varied between 20 and 40 degrees at a starer setting angle of 8
degrees. A plot of stalling weight flow versus IGV setting angle, given
in Figure 12(a), shows that some IGV closure was required and the margin
between the cruise weight flow and the weight flow at stall increased
as the IGV setting angle was increased. Figure 12(b) shows 70 percent
speed stage adiabatic efficiency at stall at two constant throttle valve
settings and at a weight flow of 122 Ibs/sec as a function of IGV setting
angle. Although the efficiency dropped with increasing IGV setting angle
along the two constant throttle lines, at the 122 ibs/sec cruise weight
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flow condition the efficiency increased to a maximum at IGV setting angle
of 40 degrees. Mechanical limitations prevented turning the IGV beyond
40 degrees. Rapidly increasing IGV losses at IGV turning angles above
35 degrees indicated that the efficiency probably would have started to
decrease with any further IGV turning beyond 40 degrees. Hence, an IG¥
setting angle of 40 degrees was chosen for the cruise condition testing.
An intermediate IGV setting angle of 20 degrees was also chosen for
further performance tests.
The stator setting angles giving best performance at the two selected
IGV settings were determined during overall performance tests In which the
starer setting angle was varied between 0 and 12 degrees at 70 percent
design speed. Figure 12(c) shows plots of total pressure ratio and adla-
batic efficiency for the IGV-Rotor combination and for the stage at the
two IGV setting angles at 70 percent design speed and a constant throttle
valve setting. A small drop in efliciency between 8 and 12 degrees stator
setting angles occurred with either IGV setting in spite of a small in-
crease in total pressure ratio. This was caused Dy a decrease in weight
flow and a higher resulting work input. Based on the results shown in
Figure 12(c), stator setting angles of 8 and 4 degrees were chosen for use
with IGV setting angles of 40 and 20 degrees, respectively.
2. DETERMINATION OF IGV TOTAL-PRESSURE LOSSES
As mentioned earlier, the undistorted inlet flow performance tests
were conducted with the 1GV wake rakes removed from the airstrea_a. A
table of IGV loss coefficients versus M_ch number and IGV setting angle
at the seven immersions obtained during shakedown tests was provided to
the Overall Performance Data Program to calculate the rotor inlet total
pressure. This sectJ.on presents a discussion of the three different
techniques that were used to obtain the table of IGV loss coefficients.
The first technique, used only for IGV setting angle of 40 degrees for
reasons stated later, consisted of using the data as obtained directly
from the IGV wake rakes to evaluate the losses. The second technJ.que
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consisted of turning the IGV by 0.5 degree increment_ from 0 to 5 degrees
to obtain a more detailed wake profile. The third technique was to circum-
ferentially traverse a combination probe behind the IGV in small angular
increments to closely map out the profile of the wake from one vane. The
three techniques are discussed below in greater detail.
The IGV wake losses were to be measured during shakedown tests at all
speeds and at the three IGV setting angles by means of seven 14-element
total pressure wake rakes located at Plane 0.95. The initial shakedown
tests showed that the rakes were not giving consistent measurements of the
IGV losses at nominal and 20 degree IGV setting angles. Tile widths of the
wakes appeared to be less than two rake element spacings. Usually the wake
indication was limited to one element which could not measure the width
and the depth of the wake at the same time. It was also observed that an
arithmetic average of the total pressure readings from all of the ten or
eleven elements clearly outside the whke provided a substantially lower
estimate of the IGV inlet total pressure than the arithmetic average of the
three highest readings as had been proposed earlier in the test plan. It
was considered that the difference between these two estimates was not a
loss that could be ascribed to the IGV.
At the off-design IGV setting angle of 40 degrees, it was found that
the wake profiles obtained with the wake rakes were nearly symmetric about
the one element usually in the wake indicating the bottom of the wake and
gave consistent loss data. Figure 13 shows the profiles obtained at 50
percent immersion from the tip at 50, 70, 80, 90, 100 and 110 percent
design speeds for the IGV set at 40 degrees.
In order to reduce the difficulty in accurately defining the shape of
the wake at 0 and 20 degrees IGV settings by wake rake measurement, another
technique was investigated. Overall Performance readings were taken at
100 percent design speed with the IGV wake rakes in place, while the IGV
was turned in steps of 0.5 degree from 0 to 5 degrees. This process
assumed that the wake profile relative to the vane would not change for
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small deflections, so that the IGV deflections would sweep true profiles
past the wake rake elements. Figures 14(a) through 14(g) show the profiles
thus developed at the seven immersions. The pressure measured by the
three elements G, H and I, which were in the wake at one or more IGV
settings, was first plotted against the turning angle. In order to obtain
some correspondence to relate the IGV turning angle to the linear dis-
placement of the wake profile with respect to the element spacing, the
angular spacing of the profiles was displaced for best compatibility. The
most appropriate offset to get good correspondence was well defined at all
immersions except at 95 percent immersion from the tip, which is shown in
Figure 14(g). It should be observed that the rotation of the IGV in the
direction of rotation of the rotor actually provides profile information
in the direction contrary to rotation. Mass-averaging [be pressures from
the profiles yielded the IGV exit total pressure at each immersion which
was used in evaluating the loss coefficient. Curve A in Figure 15 shows a
radial plot of the loss coefficients thus obtained for nominal IGV setting
at 100 percent design speed.
A third technique was next used at IGV setting angles of 0 and 20
degrees at 70 percent design speed and at a setting angle of 20 degrees
at 100 percent speed. The procedure followed in this series was different,
but was considered equally effective as the one in the earlier series
mentioned above. At the time of this series of tests, a circumferential
distortion screen had been installed for distorted inlet flow tests and
the IGV wake rakes had been removed from the airstream. Hence, for con-
venient adaptability to the test program, the combination probe at 343
degrees at Plane 0.95 was circumferentially traversed in short steps of a
few tenths of a degree at a time behind the IGV. This probe was outside
the range of the distorted flow and this series of tests was thus not
affected by the distortion screen. Figure 16 shows the wake profiles thus
obtained at 70 and 100 percent speeds at the seven immersions. These were
used as a basis for obtaining the loss coefficient at these conditions.




pressures at all the recorded points clearly outside the wake. A mass-
average of all the points recorded on the profile yielded the IGV exit
pressure. The static pressures at IGV inlet and exit were obtained from
the static pressure taps mounted on hub and casing at Planes 0.18 and 0.95
respectively. A scrutiny of the profiles at 95 percent immersion at both
70 and i00 percent speeds showed that the wake profiles _'ould not give a
reliable measurement of the IGV inlet total pressure. Hence, for this
immersion alone, the IGV inlet total pressures were obtained from a total
pressure distortion rake mounted at Plane 0.18 outside the region of dis-
torted flow. Curves B, C, and D in Figure 15 present radial plots of the
values of loss coefficients thus obtained. Figure 15 thus contains all the
data obtained by the last two techniques.
A careful scrutiny of the data did not reveal any measurement errors
to explain the reason for the values of IGV total pressure loss coefficient
at 5 and I0 percent immersions on Curve A of Figure 15 (i00 percent speed)
being lower than those at the same immersions at 70 percent speed. Under
the circumstances, it was considered justifiable to raise the values of
the loss coefficient for these two immersions as shown by the dashed lines
to make the profile consistent with the other profiles. The profile at
70 percent speed for an IGV setting angle of 20 degrees, curve B, also
required a similar readjustment at 5 and i0 percent immersions as shown.
The final results from these three techniques are presented in Figures
17(a) through 17(g) for the seven immersions as a function of Mach number.
These data were input to the Overall Performance Data Program in the form
of a table of loss coefficient versus Mach number and IGV setting angle at
each immersion.
Figure 18 shows a plot of IGV total pressure loss coefficient versus
IGV setting angle at different immersions at a Mach number of 0.2. The
values of loss coefficient at IGV setting angles of 30 and 35 degrees were
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obtained by the first technique mentioned above. It may be noticed that
the value of loss coefficient at 70 percent immersion is higher than those
at 50 and 90 percent immersions. This fact is more conspicuous with in-
creasing turning angle. Two checks were made to ascertain that no errors
due to faulty instrumentation were introduced. Figure 19 shows a radial
plot of loss coefficient at different IGV turning angles at i00 percent
design speed. The curves for 0, 20, and 40 degrees IGV setting angles
were obtained by the appropriate techniques mentioned above. The remain-
ing curves were obtained by the first technique. It is clearly seen that
the high-loss region at 70 percent immersion shows an increasing tendency
with IGV turning angle, indicating the likelihood of an aerodynamic
phenomenon rather than an instrument problem. As a further check to ensure
that the instrumentation at 70 percent immersion or 90 percent immersion
did not give erroneous results, the values of loss coefficient obtained
from Reading 113 with IGV turning of I degree are also plotted on Figure 19.
This reading was taken on the same day soon after Reading 108 which had an
IGV setting of 40 degrees and which is also shown in the same figure. Since
the instrumentation was the same for both readings, and since the high-loss
region appears only at the higher IGV setting angles, it was concluded that
the high-loss region was due to a phenomenon other than faulty instruments.
The nature of this phenomenon is being studied.
3. OVERALL PERFORMANCE DATA
A listing of all overall performance data points taken during the
Task II Stage undistorted inlet flow performance testing is given in Table
VII(c). At each IGV/stator schedule and speed, the data have been arranged
in the order of increasing total pressure ratios.
The compressor stage performance maps based on the data in Tables
VII(b) and VII(c) are presented in Figure 20 for the design IGV/stator
schedule, in Figure 21 for the IGV/stator schedule of 20/4 degrees, and in
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Figure 22 for IGV/stator schedule of 40/8 degrees. Shakedown test data
obtained with IGV wake rakes in the airstream have not been included in
these maps.
A series of stall tests was conducted to determine the nature and
location of initiation of stall. At nominal IGV/stator schedules stall
occurred initially at the rotor tip at all speeds, as evidenced by strong
signals from the hot-wire anemometer at 10 percent immersion behind the
rotor. High vibratory stresses were indicated by the stator strain gages
before rotor stall was initiated at ll0 percent design speed. At the
two off-design schedules, stall occurred at the rotor tip at all speeds.
High vibratory stresses were observed on the stator at 90, i00, and ii0 per-
cent design speeds before the rotor stalled. The stall lines on the perfor-
mance maps were obtained in the following manner. The method of obtaining
the corrected weight flow at stall ha_ been explained in the section on Test
Procedure. The stage total pressure ratio at stall was obtained by extrapo-
lation to the discharge val_e g_tting at stall of a plot of stage total pres-
sure ratio versus discharge throttle valve setting at each speed.
On a constant throttle line through the design point at design IGV/
stator schedule, the achieved stage pressure ratio and adiabatic efficiency
at design speed were 1.65 and 83.4 percent at a corrected weight flow of
224 Ibs/sec. The design pressure ratio and efficiency were 1.66 and 85.4
percent, respectively, at a weight flow of 226 lbs/sec.
Figures 23, 24, and 25 show the performance maps for the rotor alone
at the three IGV/stator schedules.
4. BLADE ELEMENT DATA
Blade element data traverse readings were obtained at five operating
conditions at each speed. The readings at which blade element data were
obtained are indicated in Table VII(c) which lists the measured overall
performance parameters for each reading.
A discussion of the determination of the IGV loss coefficients and
plots of the loss coefficients versus Math number and IGV setting angle
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at the seven immersions have been presented in an earlier section. Figure
26(a) shows a radial plot of IGV deviation angle at 100 percent speed and
nominal setting. Figures 26(b) and 26(c) show radial plots of the same
parameter at IGV setting angles of 20 and 40 degrees respectively at 70
percent design speed and 54 percent design weight flow. Additional IGV
blade element data and vector diagram data are presented in Table VIII of
Volume II.
Plots of rotor diffusion factor, deviation angle, total pressure loss
coefficient, and loss parameter versus rotor incidence angle at the seven
immersions at 50, 70, 80, 90, 100 and 110 percent design speed at nominal
IGV/stator schedule are presented in Figures 27(a) through 27(g). Design
values of these parameters on the rotor blade element data _ectio_s are
also presented in Figures 27(a) through 27(g) for comparison. Figures
28(a) through 28(g) and Figures 29(a) through 29(g) show these plots for
IGV/stator schedules of 20/4 and 40/8 degrees respectively. Additional
rotor blade element data are presented in Table VIII of Volume II.
Plots of stator diffusion factor, deviation angle, total pressure
loss coefficient, and loss parameter versus stator incidence angle, ob-
tained from fixed instrumentation at the seven immersions described else-
where, at speeds of 50, 70, 80 90, 100 and 110 percent of design rotor
speed at design IGY/stator schedule are presented in Figures 30(a) through
30(g). Design values of these parameters on the starer bla_e element
data sections are also presented in Figures 30(a) through 30(g) for com-
parison. Figures 31(a) through 31(g) show these parameters for IGV/stator
schedule of 20/4 degrees. Figures 32(a) through 32(g) are for the cases
with IGV/stator schedule of 40/8 degrees. Additional stator blade element
data are presented in Table VIII of Volume II.
For both the rotor and the stator blade element data, the reported
values of loss coefficient, loss parameter, and blade element efficiency
were based on total-pressure and total-temperature ratios determined from
the discharge wake rakes rather than using the readings from the Plane
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1.51 cobra probe. These data thus were obtained by tlle first method
described in the section on Data Reduction Methods. The agreement between
the momentum work input based on flow angle measurements and the tempera-
ture rise obtained by this method were much closer than that when tile
traverse probe temperature measurements were used. Tile traverse probe
measurements of rotor exit total temperature were considered high and were
not consistent with the discharge instrument readings. It was suspected
that local throttling caused by the probe itself in the short axial space
between rotor trailing edge and stator leading edge was responsible for
the high temperatures measured by the traverse probe.
5. ROTOR EXIT TRAVERSE DATA
At two operating conditions at 100 percent speed and one condition at
110 percent speed, the rotor exit cobra probe at Plane 1.51 was traversed
to thirty-six radial positions. Radial profiles of total pressure ratio,
total temperature ratio, and absolute flow angle were obtained which
showed the wall boundary layers and tile part span shroud wake in more
detail than was possible trom the 7-immersion blade element data traverses.
Figure 33 presents plots of these radial proiiles; the radial position of
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Table I. Summary of NASA Task II Stage Design Specifications
Rotor inlet corrected tip speed, ft/sec







Number of inlet guide vanes
Inlet guide vane total-pressure loss,
percent inlet total pressure




Rotor inlet tip diameter, inches
Rotor inlet hub/tip radius ratio
Rotor inlet corrected weight flow per
unit annulus area, ibs/sec-sq ft
Rotor inlet tip relatlve Mach number
















Stator inlet hub absolute Mach number
Stator exit flow angle, degrees
Stator hub diffusion factor
Stator total-pressure loss, percent
stator inlet total pressure
Stator hub solidity
Stator aspect ratio
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(a) Photograph at O ° (Nomlnal) Setting Angle
Figure 2, Views of Var4ablc Camber Inlet Guide Vane.
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Figure 2.
(b) Photograph at 40 ° Setting Anglc
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Figure 4. Merid_nal Vlew ol Rotor.
Probograph Inspection











Figure 5 (a). Cylindrical Cut of Rotor Blade st Section C-C.
(The solid line represents design intent and












Figure 5 (b). Cylindrical Cut of Rotor Blade at Section F-F.
(The solid line represents design intent and





Figure 5 (c). Cylindrical Cut of Rotor Blade at Section R-R.
(The solid line represents design intent and










Fi_ 5 (d). Cylindrical Cut of Rotor Blade at Section K-K.
(The solid line represents design intent and








Figure 5 (e). Cylindrical Cut of Rotor Blade at Section M-M,
(The solid line represents design intent and
the dashed line represents the average of five
measured samples.)
Photographsof A Variable-Stagger Stator Vane.
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(a) Fixed IGV Total Pressure Wake Rake
Located at Plane 0.95.
(b) Fixed Discharge Total Pressure
attd Total Temperature Wake Rake
Located at Plane 2.20.
Figure 10. Photographs of Fixed and Traverse Instrumentation Usefl in Undis-
torted Inlet Flow Te_ting.
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J(c) Shielded Hot Wire Traverse Probe Located at Plane 1.51.
(d) Angle-Seeking Static Pressure Wedge Traverse Probe Located at Planes
0.95 and 2,20.
Figure I0. Photographs of Fixed and Traverse Instrumentation Used in Undis-
torted Inlet Flow Testing (Continued).
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Half Inch
Po Sensor PT Sensor
BNn_lttl_ It--Vl_O : Dlt_t _.n.,,=
(e> Cobra Traverse Probe for Sensing Flow Angle, Total Pressure,




Shielded T/C r/C Vent
....... P8 Sensor Holes
(f) Four-Parameter Combination Traverse Probe with Circumferen-
tial Traverse Capability Located at Plane 0.95.
Figure I0. Photographs of Fixed and Traverse Instrumentation Used in Undis-











(Dashed lines with arrows and inset formulas indicate calcul-
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0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
Meridional Math number M
Figure II. Relationship Between Flow Function and Merldional Math Number -
Used for Transferring Traverse Measurements to Blade Edges.
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Figure 14. IGV Wake Profiles at 100% Design Speed Obtained by Turning
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Figure 14. IGV Wake Profiles at 100% Design Speed Obtained by Turning
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Figure 14. IGV Wake Profiles at lOO_ Design S_eed Obtained by Turning
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Figure 14. IGV Wake Profiles at 100_ Design Speed Obtained by Turning
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Loss Coefficient, -_
Radial Variation of IGV Total Pressure Loss Coefficient at 70%
and 100% Design Speeds.
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Figure 16. IGV Wake Profiles ObtaLned by Clrcumferentlally Traversing
a Combination Probe Across the Wake.
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(c) 30% Immersion From Tip
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FiKure 18. Variation of _GV Total Pressure LoatJ Coefficient with
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F_gure 20. Stage Performance MaF for IGY/Stator Schedule 0_/0 e.
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aCorrected IVeight Flow Per Unit Annulus Area, WJ"_)-/6AanL0, Lb/Sec-Sq. Ft
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Deviation Angle, O' , Degrees
Fi_,re 26. Radial Variation of IGV Deviation Angle at IGV Setting
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Wlgure 27 (a). Rotor Blade Element Data for lGV/Stator gchedule 0°/0 =, at
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Figure 27 (a). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0_/O =,






Incidence Angle, i, Degrees
Figure 27 (b). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0_/0°, at
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Ftgu_.e 27 (b) RotG_-Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0°/0 °,
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Figure 27 (c). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0°/0 _, at
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Figure 27 (c). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0°/0 °,
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Figure 27 (d). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0°/0 °, at
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Figure 27 (f). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0"/0",
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Figure 28 (a). Rotor Blade Element Data for iGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 28 (c). Rotor Blade Element: Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 28 (d). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 28 (e). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGY/Stator Schedule
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Figure 28 (e). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 200/4 °
at 70% Immersion from Tip (Concluded).
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Figure 28 (f). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 29(a). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 40°/8 _ at
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Figure 29 (a). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 400/8 ° at
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Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 40°/8 ° at
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Figure 29(c). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 400/8 ° at
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Figure 29(e). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 40_/8 _ at
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Figure 29 (e). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGVlStator Schedule 40_/8 _ at
70% _mmersion from rip (Concladed).
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Figure 29 (f). Rotor Blade Element Data for lGV/Stator Schedule 40°/8 _ at
90% Immersion from Tip (Concluded).
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Figure 29 (g). Rotor Blade Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 40°/8 s




































Figure 30 (a). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0°/0 °
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Figure 30(a). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule 0°/0 °
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Figure 31(a) . Sta_or Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 31(c). Stator Vane Element Da_a for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Incidence Angle, i. Degrees
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Figure 31(c). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
200/4 ° at 30 _" Immersion from Tip (Concluded).
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Figure 31(d). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 31(e). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
200/4 ° at 70% Immersion from Tip (Concluded).
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Figure 31 (g). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 31(g). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Ftgure 32(a). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
40°/8 ° at 5% Immer._ion from Tip (Concluded).
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Figure 32(b). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure J2(b). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 32(c). Stator ','an(, b:lcmt,nL l)ata for IGV/Stator Sch(,dulc,
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Figure 32(d). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 32 (d). Stator Vane Element D_ita for IGV/Stator Schedule
400/8 _ at 50% Immersion from Tip (Concluded).
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Figure 32(e). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 32 (e) • Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 32(f). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 32(f). Stator Vane El,,m,,nt I);,ta for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 32(g) • Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 32 (g). Stator Vane Element Data for IGV/Stator Schedule
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Figure 33. Continuous Traverse Data at Rotor Exit Plane 1.51 for
Readings 147 (110% Design Speed_ Approximately on a
Constant Throttle Line Through Design Point)_ 148 (100_
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(c) Radial Variation of Absolute Air Angle at Rotor
Exit
Figure 33. Continuous Traverse Data at Rotor Exit Plane 1.51 for
Readings 147 (110% Design Speed, Approximately on a
Constant Throttle Line Through Design Point), 148 (100%
Design Speed, Near Design Point), and 149 (I00_ Design
Speed, Near Stall), (Concluded).
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